Increase The Value of Your Products
If you are a manufacturer, let us show you how to add value
to your products by integrating Tracer Tags seamlessly into
your line. As a retailer, we can show you how to add profit to
your bottom line by giving your customers added value,
security, and confidence in their purchases.

ACTIVATE THIS TAG!
Go to http://tracertags.com or call
(877) 6-TRACER (687-2237), to activate
this tag.

Ad Specialty & Promotional Products
Tracer Tags can custom imprint your logo and branding on
any Tracer Tag product for your company's special event, or
marketing promotion. Let us help make your next corporate
event a success!

Tracer Tag Stickers and Sport Sticker

Returning Your Lost
Property to You!

Both products are constructed from aluminum alloy, Tracer
Tag stickers are extremely durable. Measuring 2" wide by
7/8" high, the stickers fit attractively on most objects. The
Sport Sticker measures 4" wide by 2" high, fitting attractively
on larger possessions. Tracer Tags are perfect for sporting
equipment, tools, electronic equipment — virtually anything
you can hold or carry. Tracer Tag Stickers are available in
packages of 4 or 8 for your convenience, while the larger
Sport Sticker is available as a single item.

Tracer Tag Key Tags
Made from durable plastic, our Key Tags are designed to
easily fit on your key chain or ring without adding additional
bulk. Measuring 2 1/8" wide by 1" high, the key tags can be
used on any number of items. Use on key rings, purses, fanny
packs, backpacks, jackets, sunglasses and eyeglass neck
cords or chains—anything with a loop, ring or strap. Tracer Tag
Key Tags come in packages of 3 and include hooks.

Tracer Tag Luggage Tags
Made from durable plastic, our Luggage Tags include a strap
for attaching to your luggage. You can also use the luggage
tags to protect your briefcase, gym bag, garment bags,
camera case, and more! Tracer Tag Luggage Tags come 3 to
a package and include straps.

Tracer Tag Golf Club Tags
Perfect for any golfer, Tracer Tag Golf Club Tags come with
fifteen (15) oval stickers for your clubs and one (1) golf bag
tag and strap for your golf bag. Whether you're playing your
local fairways, or traveling to some exotic course, you can
rest assured that should you misplace your clubs, Tracer
Tags can help you recover them.

Tracer Tag Combo Packs
Perfect to cover the variety of needs you have, Combo Packs
are available in the "Travel Pack" which includes 4 stickers, 3
key tags with hooks, and 3 luggage tags with straps; or the
"Mini Pack" which includes 4 stickers and 3 key tags with
hooks, you get the assortment you need to protect your
possessions should they be lost or misplaced.
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Lose Something?
Have you ever lost, or accidentally misplaced
your cell phone, keys, camera, luggage or other
personal items? About the only thing worse than
your loss, is the inconvenience associated with
replacing the lost property. How do you replace
files on your laptop or pda?
Tracer Tags developed a system that puts
control back into your hands, substantially
increasing the chances of recovering your lost
items. By placing Tracer Tags on your personal
property, you identify your property as yours
without jeopardizing your privacy.

How Does It Work?
It's as easy as 1-2-3!
1. Activate the tags. The tags can be activated
online at the web site or by a toll free telephone
number. The tag number matches the contact
information without compromising the user's
privacy. All Tracer Tag products come with a full
one-year, renewable activation period.

Products shown above are 50% of actual size.

Combo Packs
Golf, Travel, Mini

2. Attach the tags to the items you want to
protect.
3. Get lost items back. When attached to one's
possession, such as luggage, golf clubs, a cell
phone, snowboard, etc., and activated, when the
item with the tag number is reported found, the
owner is contacted by Tracer Tags so they can
make arrangements to get their lost property
back. Tracer Tags rewards the finder.

Tracer Tags combines a highly secure database system with uniquely numbered personal property tags, and products, that you apply to
your possessions. When the tagged item is found, you are contacted without compromising your privacy.
For security and privacy issues, we never give out, share or publish activated tag contact information.

